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The route to miniaturization of laser systems has so far led to the utilization of diverse materials and
techniques for reaching the desired laser oscillation at small scales. Unfortunately, at some point all
approaches encounter a trade-off between the system dimensions and the Q factor, especially when going
subwavelength, mostly because the radiation damping is inherent to the oscillating mode and can thus not
be controlled separately. Here, we propose a metamaterial laser system that overcomes this trade-off and
offers radiation damping tunability, along with many other features, such as directionality, subwavelength
integration, and simple layer-by-layer fabrication.
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As the laser dimensions are scaled down, less space is
left for the gain material and, if low lasing thresholds are
to be achieved (if lasing at all), light must interact with the
gain material as much as possible. Simply put, the optical
gain must effectively counteract the two dominant
energy-loss channels, namely, the dissipative losses
due to material absorption and the radiation damping
due to the coupling of the oscillating mode to radiat-
ing waves.
All-dielectric systems [1–5] that sustain high Q modes

can offer significantly low lasing thresholds, but their size
is limited to the order of magnitude of the operating
wavelength, by principle of operation. On the other hand,
one can actually go subwavelength with the aid of surface
plasmon-polariton modes, by incorporating some metal
region into the system [6–14]. The necessary presence of
metal nevertheless imposes large material losses and pushes
the lasing threshold to high levels accordingly. More
importantly, in all these implementations the radiation
damping is closely connected with the type of the oscillat-
ing mode. If one desires to change the radiation damping at
the given operating frequency, then the system must be
redesigned to operate—if possible—with a different mode.
In this Letter, we propose a metamaterial laser system

that resolves this predicament, by offering separate control
of the energy storage and radiation mechanisms. The
principle of operation is based on the excitation of a dark
mode [15]; i.e., a mode of zero net electric or magnetic
moment that does not consequently radiate. Ideally, in the
total absence of any material loss, if energy is transferred
into the system it will be stored in the dark mode and will
stay there indefinitely. With the aid of a small nonresonant
scatterer, though, the dark mode can be coupled to radiation
modes at will. Then, the coupling of the dark mode to
radiation waves can be simply controlled by the position,
size, and material of the scatterer. In essence, the Q factor
of the system is controlled at will and, most importantly,

independently of the resonance mechanism, which is
responsible for the energy storage.
Our proposed laser consists of three basic parts: the gain

material, the dark mode (which serves as the resonator),
and the scatterer. In order to implement the resonator we
choose a thin dielectric slab that supports a continuous
dark bound state [red line in Fig. 1(b)] and then introduce
silver scatterers of the same thickness d with a certain
periodicity a. The purpose of the silver inclusions is to
spatially quantize the modes of the dielectric slab, in order
to tailor the desired mode distribution within the unit cell
and to achieve a discrete set of resonant dark states [blue
dots in Fig. 1(b)]. In essence, the dispersion of the
composite metal-dielectric system becomes a quantized
version of that of the dielectric slab, with periodicity π=a.
Then, depending on the branch of the dispersion, an
isolated mode with the desired operation frequency and
spatial distribution can be chosen for operation. Here, we

choose for simplicity the second of the quantized TEðevenÞ
0

modes [red circle in Fig. 1(b)], which has an antisymmetric
electric field profile with respect to the center of the slab
[Fig. 1(a)] and is therefore dark (in general any higher-order
nonradiative mode is suitable). Choosing the operating
wavelength to be within typical telecommunication ranges
of 1.5 μm, the lattice constant of the unit cell is designed
to be a ¼ 960 nm and the width of silver 2wm ¼ 100 nm.
The overall thickness of the metasheet is d ¼ 60 nm, which
is thin enough to be subwavelength and can accommodate a
gain material, such as a single quantum well [16,17].
The gain material is embedded in the dielectric of host
permittivity εr ¼ 12.1 and the system is examined via
self-consistent finite-difference time-domain calculations
[18–22] (see Supplemental Material [23]).
First, with no scatterer present, we pump the system and

monitor the electric field inside the slab, as well as the
emitted power. Since the dark mode oscillates along the z
axis, z-polarized waves are expected to be radiated. Indeed,
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while for different pump rates the x, y components of the
electric field behave as a pump-dependent noisy back-
ground, the picture is different for the Ez component. For
low pump levels the power spectrum inside the slab has a
peak at the dark mode frequency [Fig. 1(c)], which is not
observed in the output spectrum [Fig. 1(d)], as the dark
mode cannot couple to the free-space environment. Both
spectra have nevertheless a feature around 240 THz, which
is actually the signature of the TE3;0 (bright) mode. After a
pump rate of Rp ¼ 4.4 × 106 s−1 (corresponding to a pump
intensity of Ip ¼ 17 mW=mm2 [24]) we observe a tran-
sition to lasing. This is lasing into the dark mode which
is therefore identified in the fields inside the slab only
[Fig. 1(c)], and cannot be observed in the radiated power
[Fig. 1(d)]. Hence, the output spectrum both below and
above threshold looks similar without a distinct spectral
peak [Fig. 1(d)]. The pumped power is stored in the dark
mode. Now, in order to extract power to free space we
couple it with radiating modes by placing the scatterer as
shown in Fig. 2(a). Lasing can now be clearly identified in
the measured emitted power as a transition from a low
power spectrum into a sharp intense peak at the frequency
of the dark mode [Fig. 2(a)]. At these levels, the pumped
power is channeled into the dark mode to the degree that the
neighboring spectrum receives less and less gain. This can
be observed as a drop in the increase rate of the background
spectrum.
The dielectric scatterer is placed on the surface with its

center at distance δx ¼ 150 nm (δx=a ≅ 0.16) from the
unit cell boundary [see inset of Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a)]. It
has the same permittivity as the slab and dimensions
wscat ¼ 60 nm and tscat ¼ 30 nm. At this position our
calculations indicate that 20% of the supplied power is
coupled outwards to radiation, while the rest 80% is
dissipated on the silver. In fact, if the scatterer is removed,

then all supplied power is converted to Joule heating at
the metallic scatterers, as confirmed by our simulations.
The dark mode in fact lases, but does not couple to the
environment and all power is channeled to dissipation. The
same effect can be achieved with the scatterer present, if
positioned exactly at the center of the unit cell
(δx ¼ 480 nm or δx=a ¼ 0.5), as also confirmed by our
simulations. In this case the scatterer does not break the
mode’s zy plane of symmetry, leaving no residual moment
and thus maintaining the nonradiative character of the

FIG. 2. Coupling of stored power to radiation. (a) Output power
spectrum of the Ez field with scatterer placed at δx ¼ 150 nm
(δx=a ≅ 0.16) (b) Snapshot during lasing. The unit cell position
is marked with the lines framing the dark mode and its orientation
is as shown in inset of (a); notice that most of the emitted power is
directed to the side opposite to which the scatterer is located
(calculated to be 90% of the total emitted power).

FIG. 1. The dark-mode laser principle of operation. (a) Perspective view of the unit cell, illustrating the spatial distribution of the dark
mode, with which we work throughout this study [its operation point is marked in (b) with a red circle]. (b) Dispersion relation of the
unpumped uniform dielectric slab of thickness d (red line) and quantized dispersion of the composite dielectric-metal system (blue dots).
Power spectrum of theEz field for several pump rates, when measured (c) inside and (d) away from the slab, without any scatterer present.
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perturbed mode. At this position where the output power is
minimized (middle of the unit cell), the lasing threshold
acquires the minimum possible value for this specific
design. The Q factor is maximized, with a maximum value
limited only by the dissipative losses of the metal, which is
calculated to be Q ¼ 3020. As the scatterer is shifted along
the unit cell, the coupling strength changes according to the
shape of the dark mode; at positions where the fields are
higher, the coupling is stronger and, hence, the radiation
damping is stronger and the Q factor weaker [Fig. 3(b)].
Ideally, we would like to make radiation damping as small
as possible, because weak coupling actually means that the
ratio of the field strength inside to the field strength outside
the dark mode is large. Since gain is proportional to jEj2,
this means that much more gain will be achieved and,
hence, much more energy production inside the sample will
be possible for the same pump energy. In turn, the radiated
power will be effectively large. However, there is a trade-
off, because there is an additional loss channel inside the
structure. Consequently, if the radiation damping becomes
smaller and smaller, first the Q factor—as well as the
output—will increase as expected, but after some point the

internal losses will dominate and the Q factor will not
further increase and diverge (as in the ideal case of zero
intrinsic loss), but saturate. In effect, further reducing the
coupling will reduce the output, as can be observed in
Fig. 3(c). So, as the scatterer approaches the center position,
the output power will decrease and theQ factor will saturate
due to the intrinsic loss. The lasing threshold, which is also
inherently related to the Q factor, is tuned accordingly
[Fig. 3(d)]. Clearly, just by shifting the position of the
scattererwemanage to control the emission and the radiation
damping of the dark mode. Most importantly, these param-
eters can be tuned without intervening in the power storing
mechanism, contrary to other spasinglike systems.
The subwavelength nature of the configuration makes it

essentially a surface or radiating current sheet. If we put
aside the detailed geometry for the moment and consider an
infinite current sheet which radiates exactly as our system,
then the emission of such a sheet can be controlled by an
appropriate mixture of an electric je and a magnetic jm
current. The magnitude of the time-averaged Poynting
vector along each side of the current sheet is expressed in
this case as [25]

hSi� ¼ 1

8η
(jηjej2 þ jjmj2 � 2jηjejjjmj cosðδϕÞ); ð1Þ

where δφ is the phase difference between je and jm, η is the
free-space impedance, and the sign� denotes the respective
direction of emission along the y axis. Each one of the
currents alone emits symmetrically to both sides of the
sheet [set je ¼ 0 or jm ¼ 0 in (1), for example], but with a
balanced contribution the sheet can be made purely direc-
tional, i.e., emitting only to one side. The benefit is apparent:
the sheet may emit purely on one direction without the need
of a metal reflector, which will introduce additional loss. In
order to implement this concept with the actual system, the
lasing mode has to be coupled simultaneously to an electric
and amagneticmoment; this can be achieved by introducing
an additional weak scatterer on the opposite side of the slab.
In essence, the dark mode will induce polarization currents
I1, I2 on the two scatterers, which subsequently radiate.
These individual currents can be interpreted as a weighted
mixture of a symmetric IS ∼ I2 þ I1 and an antisymmetric
IA ∼ I2 − I1 current of the combined double-scatterer sys-
tem, i.e., as a weighted mixture of an electric moment and a
magnetic moment that radiate individually (Fig. 4).
Depending on the phase and amplitude of each moment,
their superposition can enhance or cancel radiation along a
certain direction according to Eq. (1).
In practice, the two contributions can be tuned by

coupling each scatterer with different parts of the dark
mode. Hence, directionality is tuned simply by shifting the
position of the scatterers. To demonstrate the concept we
placed another identical scatterer on the opposite side of the
slab, as illustrated in Fig. 5(d). In Fig. 5(a) the calculated
directionality is shown and in Fig. 5(c) the quantities jηjej

FIG. 3. Scanning the position of the scatterer (normalized with
the unit cell width a). (a) Top view of unit cell; (b) Q factor;
(c) radiated and dissipated power over supplied power; and
(d) lasing threshold. The marked displacement δx ¼ 150 nm
(δx=a ≅ 0.16) corresponds to the configuration for which lasing
simulations are shown in Fig. 2, striking a balance between field
enhancement (Q factor), outcoupling, and achievable direction-
ality. Notice that at δx=a ¼ 0.5 the Q factor is the maximum
possible for this configuration (Q factor of the dark mode) and is
limited only by the losses due to the metal. At this position the
lasing threshold is the lowest possible and all lasing power, which
cannot be radiated, is channeled to the metallic scatterers.
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and jjmj are plotted for three characteristic cases, where
emission is due to purely electric moment (A), purely
magnetic moment (B), and due to equal electric and
magnetic moment (C). The directionality for these cases
is identified at the cross section shown in Fig. 5(b).
Depending on the relative positions of the two scatterers,
lasing can be achieved with any mixture of both moments.
This is a significant advantage of our design, which
effectively separates the resonant lasing state from the
outcoupling and radiation, thus allowing us to tune them
independently.
Our proposed system generalizes the concept of lasing

into a dark surface state and is neither a Fabry-Perot laser
(no propagating waves are coupled to radiation), nor a
spaser (no stimulated emission of surface plasmons occurs
and, hence, no surface plasmons are needed for operation).
Compared to other plasmonic systems, it is also superior
with respect to loss and can offer appreciably higher Q
factors, as no real currents are involved, due to the dielectric
implementation. Of course, due to the inclusion of metals,
as a realistic and easy means for quantizing the fields, some
losses are inevitably introduced. However, the losses can be
designed to be low, not only by keeping the metal region as
small as possible, but also because it will always overlap
with a field minimum (node), by principle of operation. On
the other hand metals have some advantages; they provide a
convenient pathway for electrical contacting in the system
(if gain is to be implemented by direct current injection)
and allow for heat sinking. Because the metal wires are not
pure zero field boundaries (there is a certain amount of
cross talk between them), the individual unit cells will have
a coherent dark mode. As a consequence, the lasing bound
mode is an extended state across the surface and the
radiated waves from the surface will be coherent. These
coherent waves can be emitted, by principle of operation,
perpendicular to the cavity and, hence, allow for the system
to be deeply subwavelength along the emission direction,
something not possible with typical Fabry-Perot lasers or
photonic crystal lasers. This feature renders the system

essentially an emitting surface, which can be made as large
as desired, offering highly collimated beams. The ultrathin
vertically emitting geometry is ideal for subwavelength
integration, giving promise for ultrasmall coherent light
sources. Spatial arrangement of the scatterers may also
offer tuning of the angular directionality, just as in phased
array systems. Such a possibility could open new paths
in the way light sources are incorporated and utilized in
small scales.
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FIG. 4. Directionality explained via the equivalent current sheet
model. The dark mode induces polarization currents I1, I2 on the
two scatterers, which are effectively a weighted mixture of an
electric moment and a magnetic moment that radiate individually.
These moments are equivalently described by an infinite electro-
magnetic current sheet supporting an electric current je and a
magnetic current jm.

FIG. 5. Directionality vs scatterer displacement (normalized
with the unit cell width a) in the double-scatterer configuration.
(a) Directionality towards y < 0 (0–50 in scale) and y > 0
(50–100 in scale) as each scatterer is shifted along the unit cell.
(b) Vertical cross section of Fig. 5(a) at δx1=a ≅ 0.56. (c) Electric
(solid red line) and magnetic (dotted black line) moment (same
scale) vs frequency, for three characteristic cases, also noted on
panels (a) and (b) with the letters A, B, and C: A, for
δx2=a ≅ 0.56, purely electric moment leading to a 50%–50%
power split; B, for δx2=a ≅ 0.44, purely magnetic moment
leading to a 50%–50% power split; C, for δx2=a ≅ 0.16, equal
electric and magnetic moment leading to a 90%–10% power split.
(d) Perspective view of the double-scatterer configuration.
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